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Chase away those beige blahs with a shot of sunny
Mexico in your home decor
By RAMONA GAULT, SPECIAL TO THE POST-INTELLIGENCER
Updated 10:00 pm, Wednesday, January 1, 2003
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Seattle chef Stuart Miller's love for Mexico is reflected in his folk art collection and vivid walls, which are
painted magenta, plum, aquamarine, gold, palm green and azul anil.

If the walls and furniture in your space match Seattle's drab skies, and you're
facing a case of the winter blahs, consider this:
For far less than the cost of a plane ticket to Hawaii, you can brighten up your
environment with eye-popping colors and feed your sun-starved soul with happymaking folk art. Look south -- to Mexico.
Mexican painting and folk art recently grabbed the attention of Seattle with the show
"Frida Kahlo, Diego Rivera and Mexican Modernism" at the Seattle Art Museum and the

movie "Frida," which tells Kahlo's story.
The response to "Mexican Modernism" has been "amazing," says Cara Egan, public
relations manager at SAM. Total attendance reached 100,000 as of Dec. 30, which far
exceeded projections, she says. (The show is up through Sunday.)
Visitors are exposed not only to the art and politics of 20th-century Mexico, but also to
the culture: a fiesta of the senses in which a love of vivid beauty permeates everything
from birth to death . . . and beyond. Likewise, the movie "Frida" shows the colordrenched homes and markets of Mexico City, the richly textured folk costumes worn by
Kahlo, all in hues so intense that you can almost hear them sing.
Those who crave more color should consider Maria Barrientos, a Seattle
businesswoman who years ago painted all the interior walls of her Dutch colonial
home on Queen Anne Hill in brilliant red, yellow and blue, contrasting with the house's
fine woodwork, which is painted a sedate white.
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Barrientos believes that color communicates. When the Seattle Opera hosted a recent
party at her home, the colors there fed its success. "They're an immediate relaxer. It's
enveloping. . . . When I come into the (living) room, I feel calmed," she said.
Barrientos, who grew up on the border in Texas, uses wall colors, Mexican folk art and
paintings by Latino artists to create a welcoming atmosphere in her house and her
office. The owner of a company that does project management, mostly for non-profits
such as performing arts centers, she decorated her office with sleek, high-tech
furniture and painted the walls yellow and red. "People love the space," she says.
She admits she's puzzled when people who say they're afraid to use color also say
they love her color schemes. Recently a friend who had seen "Frida" told her, "I now
'get' your house."
Consider also "Casa Stuart," a modest-sized home in the Northgate area whose decor
is nonetheless as open-hearted as all Mexico. "Casa Stuart" is the home of Stuart
Miller, a chef born and raised in Seattle who says, "I fell in love with Mexico. Like
cooking is for me, it was just a natural evolution. It all comes from the fact that Mexico
is rooted in family, faith, food, fun."
With the help of a friend who Miller says is good with colors, Miller prepared colorkeyed drawings of all the rooms and then went to work with a paintbrush. The result
could hold its ground with Kahlo's famous home in Mexico City: walls in magenta,
plum, aquamarine, gold, palm green and that shade of deep blue that's called azul anil
in Mexico and is believed to ward off evil influences.

Miller followed a minimalist style in decorating: sparse furniture and well-chosen folkart objects displayed for effect. No clutter.
Like Barrientos, Miller collects folk art from all over Mexico and combines the objects
into one exuberant family in his house.
Buying that first piece of Mexican folk art can inspire someone to take the plunge into
bright wall colors, says Heather Stockdale, co-owner with husband Thomas Perilstein
of Milagros Mexican Folk Art, 1530 Post Alley in the Pike Place Market
(www.milagrosseattle.com).
"Mexican folk art is just so joyous, alive, exuberant," says Stockdale. She and Perilstein
fly to Mexico and cover the folk-art centers themselves ("He drives," she says) to
purchase the work for their store, which they opened in 1991. "We try to represent a
wide variety of the best of Mexican folk art," she says.
The "best" ranges from the popular Oaxacan wooden animal carvings to masks from
Guerrero to Talavera ceramics to Huichol Indian beadwork and yarn paintings.
Customers sometimes ask how the work is produced, and Stockdale emphasizes that
they buy directly from artists and that all work is handmade.
"In the world of so many things being mass-produced, (it's difficult) to find work that is
100 percent handmade." The artwork they buy "is not made in factories, not made in
sweatshops. It's bought from the artisans. It's fair trade," Stockdale asserts.
Perhaps a sign of growing interest in Mexican folk art here is the fact that Seattle can
boast a second shop devoted almost entirely to Mexican work: Casita: Uncommon
Imports, at 423 15th Ave. E. (www.casitaimports.com). A third store, La Tienda Folk Art
Gallery, with locations at 4138 University Way N.E. and 2050 N.W. Market St., includes a
selection of Mexican work along with world arts and crafts. La Tienda, founded by
textile expert and collector Leslie Grace, celebrated its 40th anni- versary last fall
(www.latienda-fol kart.com).
And Mexican folk art is affordable. For example, hand-woven Zapotec rugs start at $76
at Casita. Hand-carved wooden animals from Oaxaca range from $15 to $395 at

Milagros. Tinwork ornaments can be had for under $5; the more elaborate pieces, such
as large tinwork mirrors, are $140 or more.
Judith Haden, owner of Casita, was in the Peace Corps in El Salvador and loves
traveling to Mexico and Central America -- and bringing back folk art. "I'm a
photographer, so it's my eye and my brain that respond to it. It's color, texture and
shape," she says.
Like Milagros, Casita adheres to fair-trade principles and strives to make sure the
artisans are paid fair wages. One of its specialties is Zapotec weavings from Mexico.
Haden's photographs fill her new book, "Oaxaca: The Spirit of Mexico." The coffeetable tome extols the textures and colors of Oaxacan food, art, decor and public life -and can give lots of ideas to those dreaming of spicing up their decor.
And finally, consider the words of Tony Cohan, writing in "Mexicolor: The Spirit of
Mexican Design":
"In Mexico, every color goes with every other color -- if you know how to do it. It is this
'adventure of disorder' (in artist Chucho Reyes' words) that determines the color in a
striped serape, a Mexican kitchen, a market seller's arrangement of multicolored
plastic buckets. What counts is not abstract color theory but living affinities and
relations. The Mexican architect Luis Barragan, when asked why color was the
dominant element in his work, responded, 'For the sheer pleasure of using and enjoying
it!' "
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